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FADE IN:

INT. MONICA'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - DAY

A typical messy teenage girls’ room from the 1980’s:

Clothes everywhere. Issues of Teen Beat magazine on the
floor. Posters of John Stamos, Rob Lowe and Ralph Macchio
adorn the walls.

A boom box plays Monica’s personal soundtrack - the epic
Steel Panther hair-metal ballad, "Burden of Being
Wonderful".

We hear Monica before we see her, singing the song like she
wrote it herself. Her voice isn't half bad. Then -

A SERIES OF SHOTS -

- A closet door opens, a chubby hand grabs a huge shirt.

- Tree trunk legs dance thunderously to the rockin' music.

- Pudgy feet are crammed into shoes with Velcro straps.

- The body they're attached to sits on the bed - Creak!

- The same large hand grabs a hairbrush from the dresser.

SLOW REVEAL of MONICA BOMER (17), three hundred pounds of
homely teenage angst.

She stares at herself in the mirror.

Her hair lays thin and flat like strands of wet, black
sewing thread. Her skin is oily, pock-marked, and riddled
with diet-induced acne.

Her eyes, though, are clear and crystal blue. A bright eyed,
hope-filled girl lay smothering somewhere underneath all of
those chins and blubber.

She reaches out, grabs a picture of Jason Bateman from "The
Hogan Family" taped on her mirror, and kisses it.

MONICA
Oh, Jason, my beloved! You think I'm
pretty don't you?

She kisses it again, then something catches her ear, even
though there is no noise. She cocks her head and listens.



Her bloated tongue peaks out, licks her sausage-like lips.

That clear blue hope in her eyes disappears and is replaced
by... something which looks like... hunger.

MONICA (cont'd)
Alright, MOTHER! I'll be right down.

She puts the picture of cutie pie Jason Bateman back on the
mirror and lumbers out.

EXT. ELM STREET - DAY

Monica waddles down a sidewalk shaded by oak trees. Her eyes
dart here and there, as if afraid something might jump out
and bite her.

From behind, a sexy red 1987 CAMARO approaches.

INT. CAMARO - DAY

The driver, RANDY MATUZE (18), adjusts his supercool aviator
sunglasses as he passes a joint to his passenger, SCOTTY
PROOSH (17).

Two Type-A assholes who share the same Kevin Bacon haircut.

Scotty takes a hit from the doobie as he contemplates a half
eaten Twinkie.

SCOTTY
At the end of time, it'll be the
cockroaches and Hostess Twinkies --

He sees Monica and coughs on his Maui Wowie.

SCOTTY (cont'd)
Oh shit, it’s Bomer the Bomber! Pull
over. Pull over.

Randy lowers his sunglasses, smirks, pulls to a stop and
chirps the wheels as he backs up next to Monica.

RANDY
Hey, Monica!

She looks around, a confused “Who, me?” look on her face.

MONICA
Uh, Hi, Randy.
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Scotty barely stifles laughter, but Randy plays it cool.

RANDY
You want to come with me to the
carnival tonight??

MONICA
What?

RANDY
The carnival. Whaddaya say?

MONICA
apprehensive( )

I... uh... I guess --

RANDY
Sweet, I'll call ahead and warn the
funnel cake vendors to double their
stock!

They both laugh like hyenas.

SCOTTY
Fuck you, tubby!

Scotty wings the rest of his uneaten Twinkie at her.

SPLAT! Right between the eyes, creme filling everywhere!

They laugh harder and Randy squeals tires as they drive off.

Monica stands there, deathly embarrassed.

Then she wipes the creme from her face and shamefully licks
her the white stuff from her piggy fingers.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Students mill about outside, waiting for the morning bell.

Randy and his douchebag friends hang out in the parking lot
in a massively jacked up 4x4 truck.

In addition to assholes Randy and Scotty, there’s:

MARKO (17) the comedian

CHAD (16) the manic-depressive

STEVE (17) the sensitive guy with low self-esteem
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MARY-ANNE (17) the school slut.

And SHERATON (17), Randy's bimbo girlfriend.

SHERATON
No, seriously, me and Mary-Anne
rewound it like sixty times! The
ghost of the dead kid is in the
window behind Ted Danson. He shot
himself in the apartment where they
filmed the movie.

STEVE
Why would they shoot a movie in an
apartment where a kid killed
himself?

CHAD
sullen( )

Maybe the kid took the easy way out
because this world sucks. Plath says
that...

MARY-ANNE
It wasn't suicide, Chad. He
accidentally shot himself with his
dad's gun. You can see it in the
same window a second earlier.

MARKO
How can a ghost have a gun?

SHERATON
You can see it in the window when
they walk past, and then when they
walk by again, it's the ghost kid.

CHAD
You're such a fucking moron,
Sheraton.

RANDY
What the fuck did you just call her?

Randy stands, asserts his alpha-dominance.

CHAD
I didn't mean nothing by it, Randy.

RANDY
If Sheraton says there's a dead kid
in the movie, there's a dead kid in
the movie.
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Randy gets in Chad's face.

STEVE
Randy, calm down. He didn't mean
anything by it.

As if on cue, Monica approaches from behind the truck. Her
attention is on the Twinkie remnants in her hair and she
trips over the curb.

WHAM! She falls into the rear bumper and her weight shakes
the truck.

MARKO
What the hell?

Mary-Anne sees Monica rolling around on the ground and
laughs. The rest join in.

MARKO (cont'd)
Did that big bitch just take a bite
outta my truck?

MARY-ANNE
Hey, Bomber. I don't think this
truck can carry a load that big!

MARKO
This is a big Chevy, not a Little
Debbie!

Monica manages to hoist herself up.

MONICA
Sorry, Marko.

As Monica walks off, Marko looks for damage.

MARY-ANNE
Check the bumper, she may have
ripped it off.

MARKO
Jesus, she left streaks on the
tailgate. Is that grease? What
the... God-Almighty-Damn, I think my
truck just became a diabetic!

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - OFFICE - DAY

PAUL GESHER (17) walks in the office. Handsome. Hero-class
smile, great skin, with a smooth super-moussed haircut.
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The school SECRETARY (60s) acknowledges him.

SECRETARY
May I help you, young man?

PAUL
Yes ma'am. I'm a new transfer and
lost my schedule --

SECRETARY
impatient( )

Go see your counselor. Out the door,
take a left, two doors down on the
right. Mr. Wilkins.

PAUL
Thanks!

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - STADIUM/CONCESSIONS - DAY

Monica lumbers past the Concession Stand, sees a half-eaten
candy bar on the ground

She looks around and then picks it up.

Covered in grass shavings with teeth marks, she bites into
it with a moan of satisfaction.

She hears a noise from within the Concession Stand, followed
by laughing.

Monica shuffles over to the door, opens it a crack.

INT. CONCESSION STAND - DAY

Inside, Steve and another MALE STUDENT wearing a tie dyed
rainbow T-Shirt are locked in a passion embrace, making out.

They panic as the door opens.

STEVE
Oh shit! Get out of here, you fat
bitch!

Monica panics and tries to run off.

EXT. CONCESSION STAND - DAY

As Monica toddles away, Steve grabs her hair and jerks her
back towards the Concession Stand. She slams into the wall.
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STEVE
You didn’t see anything, got it? You
tell anyone about this - I swear to
God that I'll jam my entire arm up
your fat ass and rip out every last
bacon-wrapped organ you have. You
feel me, Bomber?

Monica nods fearfully.

STEVE (cont'd)
Not like anyone would believe a
worthless, fat bitch like you.

Steve stomps off.

Monica stands there for a moment, shaking in her overstuffed
sneakers.

Then, from somewhere deep inside, she gains control.

She turns toward the concession stand, the door still ajar.

The candy bar drops from her fat fingers.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - WOOD SHOP

Paul stands next to the SHOP TEACHER, a flat topped military
retiree with an unnatural love for wood.

SHOP TEACHER
Safety rules are posted on the wall.
I don't know how your old shop
teacher ran things, but in this
room, those rules are law.

Paul nods.

SHOP TEACHER (cont'd)
We have two major projects before
the end of the year that require
some of the hardest wood working
techniques known to man.

PAUL
faux excitement( )

Really?

SHOP TEACHER
Damned right, son. The first is a
flat-board flare gun holder, and the
other is the sacred elephant lamp.

(MORE)
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You pull the trunk, and the light
SHOP TEACHER (cont'd)

comes on.

ACROSS THE ROOM -

Chad stands near a table-saw talking to some FRESHMEN.

CHAD
You see this saw? It has seventy
bloodthirsty teeth - each one
competing to be the first to taste
freshman meat. I don’t want any of
you little homos losing one of your
nose pickers on my watch, got it? If
the blade ain’t spinning, make sure
it’s locked. And never ever stand in
the death line.

FRESHMAN
What's the death line?

Chad smacks the back of the kid’s head.

CHAD
Are you a retard? It's the path the
blade will take if it's not secured
properly. It'll shoot across the
room and chew up the first thing it
touches. What's the death line?

He shakes his head at this perceived idiocy - then calms.

CHAD (cont'd)
Any of you morons watch Knight
Rider?

No one raises their hand. Chad lower his head and sighs.

BACK ACROSS THE ROOM -

The Shop Teacher points at Chad. Chad sees him and nods,
then notices Paul next to him - new competition for Top Stud
On Campus.

SHOP TEACHER
That's Chad Bogdan, my top student.
His dad runs the local hardware
store. Damned fine craftsman, but a
bit of a hot-head like his old man.

PAUL
Clearly.
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Chad eyes Paul and calls out.

CHAD
What're you looking at?

Paul smirks, then follows the Teacher to other machines.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - HALLWAY - DAY

Paul studies his schedule, oblivious to everyone around him,
and walks smack into a wall.

Wait - no - not a wall. Monica.

He bounces off her and lands hard on his ass.

MONICA
head down( )

Sorry... are you okay?

She looks up and sees Paul, his hair waving in an unseen
breeze, his blue eyes twinkling. Everything in slow motion.

She’s instantly lost in those eyes. She’s met the man of her
dreams.

PAUL
I'm fine. No harm done. I can take a
hit.

He sees Monica for the first time and regrets his choice of
words.

PAUL (cont'd)
Wait, no, I didn't mean like - I
wasn't looking where I was going.

MONICA
It's okay. I know what you meant.

Randy, Scotty and Sheraton see the exchange.

RANDY
Who's that talking to Bomber?

SHERATON
I don't know, but his hair's
bitchin'.

Randy scowls.
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RANDY
Oh yeah, Sheraton? Bitchin'? Watch
this.

to Paul( )
Hey asshole!

Paul looks at Randy, sighs. He’s met Randy’s kind before.

RANDY (cont'd)
Is pig pussy pork?

Everyone laughs. Even Paul, who suddenly seems very excited
to see Randy.

PAUL
Hey! It's you!

Randy stops, confused. This new guy is off script.

Paul lifts his arms in a welcoming gesture and speaks loudly
to the crowd of students.

PAUL (cont'd)
Holy shit, everyone, look - it's
him!

Paul starts clapping.

RANDY
confused( )

What?

PAUL
You're the cool guy that everyone
either likes or is afraid of because
they don't know any better, right?

RANDY
What's that supposed to mean,
asshole?

The flow of traffic stops. A circle forms. Randy approaches
and gets in Paul's face.

Paul doesn’t back down.

PAUL
It means that every school in
America has a douchbag fuckwad like
you roaming the halls. A guy who
gets off by making fun of people who
don’t fit his twisted idea of
perfection.
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Paul turns to the crowd.

PAUL (cont'd)
Am I getting warm? Sound like
someone you know?

RANDY
They must like fat chicks where
you're from.

Paul goes from comedian to serious in a heartbeat.

PAUL
I was raised to respect people.
Maybe I should teach you a little
respect?

RANDY
Is that a threat, faggot?

Randy pushes Paul, but Paul is ready and uses the asshole's
own momentum against him. In a flash has Randy’s arm twisted
painfully.

PAUL
Tell -

He looks up at Monica, who looks at him like he's Prince
Charming.

MONICA
Monica.

PAUL
Tell Monica you’re sorry.

RANDY
Fuck you.

Paul knees Randy in the gut.

Scotty moves towards Paul, but Paul eye-locks him. Scotty
backs down.

SCOTTY
Oh, fucker...

PAUL
to Randy( )

Apologize!

RANDY
Fuck. You. Ass-
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Paul twists Randy’s arm harder. Sheraton watches, eyes wide.

You can almost hear her getting wet.

RANDY (cont'd)
Okay, okay! Let go. I'm sorry. Shit!

PAUL
To her!

Randy looks Monica in the eyes.

RANDY
I'm sorry!

PAUL
Tell her she's beautiful.

RANDY
The fuck...

Twist! Wince!( )
You're beautiful!

Paul lets him go. Randy stands, tries to play it off.

Monica smirks.

RANDY (cont'd)
That's right. Smile, you pig bitch.
You're both going to pay for this!

Sheraton half-heartedly comforts him, but he smacks her hand
away and tromps off down the hall.

Sheraton raises an eyebrow at Paul.

SHERATON
Nice moves.

Paul waves her off as she walks away with Scotty.

SCOTTY
You're dead meat! Dead meat.

Monica stands there, sullen, unable to meet Paul's gaze.

MONICA
You shouldn't have done that.

PAUL
He shouldn't have said what he said.
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MONICA
I'm used to it.

PAUL
Well you shouldn't be. Paul.

He extends his hand, she shakes it.

PAUL (cont'd)
It’s been nice meeting you, Monica.
If that guy says anything to you
from here on out, let me know.

Monica nods, a sheepish smile forming on flabby lips.

MONICA
You’re new, huh?

PAUL
Do I look that lost?

MONICA
No. I didn't...

He smiles at her.

PAUL
It was a joke. I need to figure out
where I'm going before that bell
rings. See ya round, yeah?

MONICA
Okay.

He walks away, leaving her to swoon.

INT. LUNCHROOM - DAY

Paul sits alone at a lunch table, munching a sandwich, when
GROPER (15) sits down next to him.

Skinny, wearing a ROCKY IV t-shirt, with a fluffy mop of
unkempt hair, Groper embodies nerdiness with an unyielding
hunger for hot babes.

GROPER
Care if I sit here?

Paul looks him up and down, smiles, and nods. At least this
kid is harmless.
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GROPER (cont'd)
I saw what you did to Randy Matuze
in the hallway, man. You some kinda
black belt, like Ralph Macchio?

Paul sees Randy and his cronies eyeballing him from across
the lunch room.

PAUL
Something like that, ya.

GROPER
I'm Bryan, but everyone calls me
Groper.

PAUL
Groper?

GROPER
I grabbed a few girl's butts at
recess in the fifth grade. I'm not
weird or anything. I mean - I'm not
perverted, I just wanted to know
what different asses felt like.

Groper laughs and Paul lets that sink in.

GROPER (cont'd)
Between you and me, I'm normally a
mysterious loner.

He sidles up close to Paul, speaks in hushed tones.

GROPER (cont'd)
If I pay you, would you be my
bodyguard? I saw how you protected
The Bomber --

PAUL
Who?

GROPER
The big girl. She's an obeast.

PAUL
I think you mean obese. E-S-E.

GROPER
Whatever, dude. That chick over
there.

Groper motions to Monica, who sits by herself.
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PAUL
I just did what anyone would do.

GROPER
What!? Where are you from?

PAUL
Sheffield Lake, Ohio. Why is
everyone so mean to her, anyway?

GROPER
Rumor has it that she once got so
hungry that she killed her parents
and ate them!

PAUL
Do you realize how ridiculous that
sounds?

He shrugs.

GROPER
Either way, I think you have a new
admirer.

They look over at Monica. She gazes back, mesmerized. Paul
smiles at her.

INT. GIRL'S BATHROOM - DAY

Monica washes her hands as Sheraton comes in.

She goes to leave, but Sheraton blocks her from leaving.

MONICA
Excuse me, Sheraton.

SHERATON
You know, you could be really pretty
if you tried, Monica.

Monica attempts to pass.

MONICA
I just need to get by.

The evil in Sheraton’s eyes practically glows.

SHERATON
That new guy, Paul? I'm going to
have sex with him. Just because I
know how bad you wish you could.
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MONICA
Why are you so mean to me?

SHERATON
Just reminding you that I'm what
guys want. Not fat-smelly-bitches.

Silence for a few seconds, then Sheraton slaps Monica hard
across the face.

Monica cowers, tears flowing.

Sheraton smirks, enjoys her dominance, then lets her pass.

As the door closes, Sheraton heads into a stall and vomits.

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD STREET - DAY

Paul walks alone, a book bag over his arm.

EXT. MAIN STREET - STOREFRONT - DAY

Monica looks through the plate glass window at a display of
boxy televisions. All of them are tuned to the same channel,
which advertises CELLU-BURN!

An obnoxious SPOKESMAN yells at the viewing audience.

SPOKESMAN (FILTERED)
Are you tired of being fat? Are you
tired of meal cards and specialty
drinks? Are you fed up with everyone
around you gawking at your hideous
obesity?!

Monica nods.

SPOKESMAN (FILTERED) (cont'd)
Then you need CELLU-BURN! The pill
that's guaranteed to literally set
your excess fat on fire!

A pretty BLONDE (20s and never been fat in her life) appears
on screen holding a dress in front of her that looks more
like WWII parachute.

BLONDE (FILTERED)
I weighed almost three hundred
pounds until I tried Cellu-Burn.

She drops the dress and reveals a sexy Baywatch one-piece.
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BLONDE (FILTERED) (cont'd)
Burn Baby, Burn!

The CELLU-BURN logo appears onscreen in fiery text.

SPOKESMAN (V.O.)
CELLU-BURN! Available nationwide and
at your local grocer's pharmacy.

A Native American man, HOKUM RUNNINGWATER (50s) appears from
behind. He’s craggy and tan and a little scary.

HOKUM
Hello, Monica.

She turns to him.

MONICA
Hey, Mr. Runningwater.

HOKUM
How have you been?

MONICA
I’ve been, um, fine. Just heading
home.

His eyes are piercing.

HOKUM
And your parents?

Monica's eyes de-focus a little.

MONICA
Supplying me with three meals a day.
But not much more than that.

Hokum's gaze softens. He places a weathered hand on her
shoulder.

HOKUM
We missed you at summer camp. Many
children were asking about you.

MONICA
I wanted to go, but -

HOKUM
Money? I understand. Maybe I can
arrange for you to be a counselor
next time. Maybe earn some -
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MONICA
Yeah, maybe.

HOKUM
Many children would benefit from
your... experiences.

Monica stares at the ground.

MONICA
No one could benefit from me being
around.

Hokum sighs.

HOKUM
Doubt, negativity, and self hate
darken the aura and blocks the
connection to your inner light.

She nods, but his gaze grows intense once more.

HOKUM (cont'd)
Have you been reading the books I
gave you and practicing your
control?

More nodding from Monica.

Hokum switches almost instantly to a wide smile.

HOKUM (cont'd)
Very good. Now, I have to get in
here and buy some Pepsi. It is the
choice of a new generation.

he chuckles( )
We will talk later, okay?

MONICA
Yes sir.

HOKUM
Dynamite.

He goes into the store, Monica walks off down the street.

EXT. WALNUT AVE - DAY

Paul continues walking when Randy's Camaro and Marko's large
pick-up truck appear behind him.
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INT. CAMARO - DAY

Randy drives. Scotty wraps chains around his hands.

RANDY
There's that kung-fu asshole.

EXT. CHERRY LANE - DAY

Monica watches the Camaro and the Truck blow through the
intersection of Cherry and Walnut.

EXT. WALNUT AVE - DAY

Paul turns just as the Camaro and Truck screech to a halt.

He turns to face them.

Randy and his cronies climb out of Marko's truck, baseball
bats and other makeshift weapons ready.

They surround Paul.

RANDY
You made me look stupid in front of
my girlfriend and the whole school,
asshole!

PAUL
You give me too much credit. You did
that yourself years ago.

SCOTTY
I don't know where you're from,
barf-bag, but we're about to send
you back to the sixties!

They all laugh.

PAUL
Look, I don't want any trouble.

RANDY
Then maybe you shouldn't be a hero
to fat retards.

PAUL
Maybe you should be a real man and
not pick on people because of their
looks.
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RANDY
Are you kidding? My dad's the Mayor.
I can pick on whoever I want.

SCOTTY
Yeah!

Marko swings his bat and nails Paul in the legs.

Paul falls and the group goes to work on him.

RANDY
Who's the boss, bitch?

Paul looks up and spits blood.

PAUL
Tony Danza.

RANDY
You think this is a joke, fucker?

Randy punches him.

RANDY (cont'd)
How's that for a punchline?

Monica waddles around the corner and sees the beating.

Courageously, she yells at the top of her lungs. Angry.

MONICA
Luh - Luh - Leave him alone!

Randy looks up, sees Monica and smiles.

RANDY
Two for one, boys! Get that fat
bitch!

SCOTTY
More like six for one. You're dead,
Porky!

The Cronies bolt toward her. Monica panics and runs as hard
as she can into a wooded area nearby.

Randy spits on Paul, then rushes to get in his car.

RANDY
We’ll finish this later, fuckwad!
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PAUL
Leave her alone.

The Camaro squeals off. Paul struggles to stand.

EXT. WOODS - DAY

Monica stumbles her way through the woods, trips on a log.

Her shirt snags on a tree and rips. Her bra exposed.

Crying, she crawls up an embankment to --

EXT. ROAD WITH OVERPASS - DAY

Wheezing, she heaves herself down the road toward a small
bridge that serves as an overpass for another two lane road
below: TAYLOR ROAD.

EXT. WALNUT AVE - DAY

Paul limps towards the woods.

EXT. OVERPASS OVER TAYLOR ROAD - DAY

Halfway across, Monica stops in her tracks.

On one side, the Camaro blocks her path. On the other, the
Cronies approach from the woods, laughing.

SCOTTY
Gotcha now, Bomber.

Randy gets out of the Camaro and joins his band of scumbags.

The group form a semi-circle around Monica.

She backs up against the guard rail on the bridge.

Nowhere to go but down.

SCOTTY (cont'd)
Look at those ten-gallon titties.
Like some sort of street-walking
rhino.

MARKO
Let's hope she doesn't charge by the
pound.
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SCOTTY
What do you think, guys. Think we
should give the Bomber a good
bangin?'

MONICA
crying( )

Why are you doing this?

Randy approaches.

RANDY
Because we're strong and you're
weak.

He walks over, gets too close for comfort.

RANDY (cont'd)
The world doesn't need disgusting
people like you. You're a freak. A
gross, fat, ugly fucking freak.

Monica breaks down and cries.

SCOTTY
Oh, she's crying! I feel so bad. Are
those tears or chicken grease?

They all laugh and Randy leans over to whisper into her ear.

RANDY
In the future, everyone will be
skinny, and pigs like you will be
extinct!

Paul comes out of the woods, limps towards the bridge.

PAUL
Leave her alone, you bastards!

RANDY
Oh look, Prince Charming is here.
Too bad he’s too late. Goodnight,
you big bitch!

Randy makes a fist, draws back like he's about to punch her.

Monica flinches, leans her full wait against the rail.

CRAAACK!

The rail can’t hold against her tonnage and it gives way.
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Terror grows on her face as she loses balance in slow
motion.

She reaches for Randy, but he bats her hand away.

MARKO
Bomb's awaaaaaay!

The last thing she sees is the smile on Randy’s face.

Then she’s falling.

Paul screams!

PAUL
NOOOO!

She falls for what seems like forever.

Then hits Taylor Road with an disgusting, audible POP.

And her SIDES SPLIT OPEN!

The effect: Ungodly amounts of slimy, goopy fat splatter all
over the place, yellow gobs flying through the air.

Onto the road. Into the trees. Down sewer drains.

UP ON THE OVERPASS -

Randy looks down at the exploded splat that is Monica.

Paul appears next to him.

PAUL (cont'd)
Oh no. No. What have you done?

The other Cronies look nervous.

STEVE
Randy, we need to book-it, dude.

CHAD
Yeah, dude. Let's roll.

Randy takes one more look of satisfaction at Monica, then
looks to Paul.

RANDY
Should have minded your own
business, hero.

Randy and Scotty get into the Camaro and burn out.
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EXT. TAYLOR ROAD - LATER

Paul, face bruised, watches the ambulance drive away.

A few POLICEMEN mill about. Some joking.

POLICEMAN 1
Man, it's all the way up the tree!

POLICEMAN 2
That was one big bitch! You ever see
that movie with the pie-eating
contest?

POLICEMAN 1
Lardass?!

They laugh.

CHIEF BRANDON MEYERS (60s) approaches Paul with a folder in
his hand.

CHIEF MEYERS
You Paul?

PAUL
Yessir.

CHIEF MEYERS
Chief Meyers.

PAUL
How is she?

CHIEF MEYERS
Deep coma. Looks like all of the fat
in her head protected her like a
flabby helmet. Anyway, I'm looking
over your report here and you're
saying that Randy Matuze did this?

PAUL
Yessir. He and some of his friends.
I don't know all of their names.

CHIEF MEYERS
But I'm reading your statement and
not once does it say that she was
pushed. You say she fell.

PAUL
Well, she fell because they were
about to attack her.

(MORE)
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They forced her against the rail and
PAUL (cont'd)

it gave way, Chief.

Meyers sighs, comes up with his own logical conclusion.

CHIEF MEYERS
Oh, son. I think what we're dealing
with here is just some sort of freak
accident. Big girl like that takes a
fall --

PAUL
They made her fall.

Chief Meyers’ demeanor changes and he focuses on Paul.

CHIEF MEYERS
Where is it that you said you were
from again, boy?

PAUL
Ohio, Chief.

CHIEF MEYERS
I'm not sure how they do things in
Ohio, but around here, some nobody
girl has an accident, people don’t
make much of a fuss.

He steps closer, hovers over Paul.

CHIEF MEYERS (cont'd)
You go around accusing the Mayor's
son of attempted murder and you just
might find yourself with problems of
your own.

PAUL
But --

Chief Meyers grabs him.

CHIEF MEYERS
Look at your face. How do I know she
didn't do this to you defending
herself before you threw her off
that bridge?

Policeman 1 approaches.
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POLICEMAN 1
Chief, we got fat all over the
goddamned place. What do you want us
to do about it?

CHIEF MEYERS
Get the fire department over here
and wash it down the fuckin’ drain.
Nature will do the rest.

POLICEMAN 1
But Chief, we're talking globs the
size of a person over here.

CHIEF MEYERS
Leave the bigger globs for the
vultures, then. Jesus, I gotta do
all the thinking around here?

POLICEMAN 1
Okay, Chief. You got it.

CHIEF MEYERS
to Paul( )

Now why don't you go on home, son.
You've had a long day. If we need
anything else from you, we'll call.

PAUL
One day you're not going to be there
to protect them, you know.

Chief Meyers gives Paul a stern once-over.

CHIEF MEYERS
Get on, boy.

Chief flicks Paul’s ear and Paul begrudgingly stares at the
man before walking off.

INT. PAUL'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Paul lays on his bed, reliving the moment Monica fell in his
mind. ALF plays on the TV on his dresser.

A knock at the door. JEANETTE (40s), Paul's mother, opens
the door.

JEANETTE
How you doin’, kiddo?
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PAUL
I’ve taken worse beatings.

She walks over and gives Paul a hug.

JEANETTE
That’s what happens when you stand
up for the underdog.

She kisses his forehead.

JEANETTE (cont'd)
I wouldn’t expect anything less.

PAUL
I know, Mom.

She punches him playfully in the arm, which makes him wince.

JEANETTE
Oh, there some geeky kid here to see
you - couldn’t take his eyes off my
boobs. I think he said his name
was - Grabber?

PAUL
That would be Groper. Yeah, he can
come in.

Mom walks away and Groper appears moments later. Paul stands
to greet him.

GROPER
Whoa, you look like Rocky Balboa
after Clubber Lang got through with
him! Man, you have a TV in your
room?!

PAUL
Hey, Groper.

GROPER
Oh cool! It's that new alien show.
The one where he eats the cats! No
problem!

Groper laughs.

PAUL
It's been a really long day, man.
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GROPER
I know, dude. I came by because I
heard what happened to The Bomb... I
mean, Monica. I heard you were
there.

PAUL
Yeah...

INT. OPERATING ROOM - NIGHT

Several DOCTORS work feverishly on Monica.

Monitors beep and NURSES assist as the Docs slice and cleave
huge slabs of skin and flesh from Monica’s body.

Hours pass and finally they sew her back together.

INT. PAUL'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Paul reads a book as Groper ogles the T & A that accompanies
the closing credits of Miami Vice.

GROPER
Oh, man - Tubbs and Crocket must get
so much poon tang!

Paul looks at Groper like he’s a space alien.

PAUL
Do you really talk like that, man?

GROPER
Talk like what, dude?

EXT. MONICA'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Situated at the end of a long gravel driveway, Monica's
house is dark, creepy and unkempt.

Cars, trucks, motorcycles, and RVs litter the property.

Chief Meyer's police car arrives, he exits the vehicle and
trudges up the driveway

He notes the vehicles, arrives at the front door.

He knocks on the door and waits.

No answer.
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He knocks again, then tries to look in the windows - which
are covered by opaque curtains.

INT. MONICA'S HOUSE - NIGHT

The shadowy form of Chief Meyers can be seen in silhouette
through the curtains.

The room isn't just dark, it's dank and spooky.

SOMEONE sits on the couch. It's so dark that no details can
be seen.

CHIEF MEYERS (FILTERED)
Hello? Anyone home?

The person doesn't budge. Just sits there as if waiting.

Outside, Meyers shrugs and leaves.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Monica lays unconscious in bed, body wrapped in gauze like a
mummy, wires and tubes plugged in everywhere.

The only exposed bits of her are her mouth and eyes.

With all of the fat gone, her body is thinner.

Not just thinner... her form is shapely, like a super model.

EXT. TAYLOR ROAD - NIGHT

The fire truck and police are gone.

Huge glops of yellow fat lay motionless along the road, in
the gutter, dripping from tree branches.

INT. PAUL'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Groper fools with the TV, then finally asks the question
he’s barely held in since he arrived.

GROPER
Is it true that all of her fat blew
out of her body?
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PAUL
Is that why you’re really here,
Groper?

GROPER
What? No. I wanted to see if you
wanted to go to the Carnival
tomorrow night. It's a big deal
around here! Whole town's going!

PAUL
I'm not sure I'm up for the Tilt-A-
Whirl after getting the shit kicked
out of me and - seeing what I've
seen.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Monica's head twitches as memories play in her unconscious
mind.

RANDY (V.O.)
Sweet, I'll call ahead and warn the
funnel cake vendors!

SCOTTY (V.O.)
Fuck you, Tubby!

EXT. TAYLOR ROAD - NIGHT

A small glob of Monica fat shudders - as if reacting to her
emotions.

INT. PAUL'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Paul switches the TV off.

PAUL
Maybe some other time? I think I’m
gonna go see how Monica is doing.

GROPER
Yeah, sure. That's cool, man. I
understand.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Monica's whole body twitches and spasms.
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PAUL (V.O.)
Leave her alone!

RANDY (V.O.)
Oh look, Prince Charming is here.
Too bad he’s too late.

INSERT: Quick shots of Monica's POV as she falls. Randy
smiling.

RANDY (V.O.) (cont'd)
Goodnight, you big bitch!

EXT. TAYLOR ROAD - NIGHT

More globs of disgusting fat wriggle.

Then something happens...

Individual blobs begin to glow an eerie, poorly animated
blue.

Then the largest glob sparks - and a powerful BLUE WAVE of
electricity arcs out of it and zaps the nearest other blobs.

The blue lightning arcs from blob to blob to blob... and
they come alive... and begin merging together into a single
huge moving thing.

EXT. PAUL'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Groper gets on his bike as Paul stands in the driveway.

GROPER
You sure? They have a new ride this
year called The Gravitron! Sounds
like a Go-Bot or something!

PAUL
Maybe we'll catch a movie next week.
I hear the one about the guy in the
building with the terrorists is
pretty rad.

GROPER
You mean the one with the bald guy
from Moonlighting? That movie's
probably shit.
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EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

The gloppy blob slimes its way through the forest. Somehow
leaves and dirt don’t stick to it.

A bunny rabbit appears in its path. The glob stops... and an
icky tendril extrudes from it and ZAP! - it latches on to
the rabbit and sucks the fat from it.

The glob moves on, a little bigger, a little stronger.

Behind it, the sucked dry husk of the rabbit.

EXT. PAUL’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Groper tries unsuccessfully to pop a wheelie on his Schwinn.

GROPER
No biggy, dude. Give me a call.
We'll go hunt some muff. Find some
babes!

PAUL
insincere( )

Sure thing.

Paul waves as Groper rides off.

INT. HOSPITAL - DAY

Monica’s surgeon, DR. MORITA (60s) examines the wires and
tubes attached to Monica.

Chief Meyers enters the room.

CHIEF MEYERS
So what’s the prognosis, Doc?

DR. MORITA
I’ve never seen anything like it.
Poor thing fell thirty feet on to a
roadway. Her body literally split at
the seams. I’d venture that the only
thing that saved her from certain
death was the massive amounts of
body fat that cushioned her fall.

Chief Meyers takes a closer look.
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CHIEF MEYERS
Doesn’t even look like the same
girl.

DR. MORITA
She’s not. We had to remove yards of
extra skin and flesh before we could
sew her back up.

CHIEF MEYERS
So this fall might be the best thing
that ever happened to her?

DR. MORITA
I wouldn’t go that far. Her body is
no longer fat, but she’s in a deep
coma. Have you contacted her parents
yet?

CHIEF MEYERS
We stopped by her house, but nobody
was home. Must’ve gone on vacation
and left her behind. Can’t say as I
blame them.

DR. MORITA
Chief Meyers!

CHIEF MEYERS
I don’t mean nothin’ by it. Just a
girl like her can cost a fortune in
restaurant food, that’s all.

INT. PAUL’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY

Paul watches Saturday morning cartoons as his mom folds
laundry.

JEANETTE
So did I hear that Groper boy say
something about a carnival?

PAUL
C’mon, Mom. You know the guys who
kicked my ass will be there. It’s so
cliche.

JEANETTE
You really think they’d try anything
after what they did last night.
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Paul looks at her, then breaks the fourth wall, looks right
at us:

PAUL
Of course they will. They always do!

JEANETTE
Well I think you should go. Show
them that you’re not afraid of a
bunch of bullies. Use that Karate
stuff you’ve been studying for so
long.

Paul rolls his eyes, then gives in.

EXT. BOWLING ALLEY PARKING LOT - DAY

Randy, Sheraton, Marko and Scotty stand around their cars
with Mary-Anne and assorted other idiot teenagers.

They drink beers and jam to Motley Crue blaring from the
gnarly sound system in Marko's truck.

SCOTTY
So that big bitch does a Nestea
plunge...

He acts out Monica falling with slow motion sound effects
and all the details.

MARKO
And I'm like, "Bombs awaaaay!"

SCOTTY
Then SPLAT!

EXT. WOODS - DAY

The blob of living fat is much, much larger now. Behind it -
a trail of dead animals.

It slogs through the forest and comes upon a -

HOBO ENCAMPMENT

... where THREE HOMELESS MEN sleep the day away.

The blob rolls in silently and tendrils of icky fat shoot
out and latch on to the sleeping men.
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They try to scream, but the tendrils climb down their
throats and begin slurping the fat from them.

The blob grows bigger.

EXT. BOWLING ALLEY PARKING LOT - DAY

Marko laughs his fool head off.

SCOTTY
Fat explodes everywhere! Like a
cannon shooting lumpy vanilla
pudding all over everything!

Some of the GIRLS cringe.

MARY-ANNE
That's gross, Scotty.

SCOTTY
No shit! That was all inside of her.

MARKO
I was waiting for Bill Cosby to show
up - would you like some Jello
pudding!

The girls cringe even more.

RANDY
Heads up.

Chief Meyers pulls into the parking lot and drives up next
to the group.

RANDY (cont'd)
Hey, Chief.

CHIEF MEYERS
Randy. Sad thing about that Bomer
girl, eh?

RANDY
Yeah, I heard. Didn't really get all
of the details, though.

CHIEF MEYERS
That new kid from Ohio tried to dime
you boys out.

The Cronies share angry looks, fueled with revenge.
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RANDY
Is that right?

CHEIF MEYERS
I don't think he'll be much to worry
about, but you boys should lay low.
Maybe not congregate in public.

RANDY
Sure thing, Chief.

Chief drives off, Marko stands in the back of the truck.

MARKO
You boys should lay low!

He beats his chest like Tarzan.

MARKO (cont'd)
Fuck that, man. We own this town!

RANDY
No, he's right. We should all just
do our own thing tonight.

MARKO
Shit man, you serious? I thought we
were all going to the carnival!

RANDY
I don’t know.

SCOTTY
I’m going, man. Steel Panther's
playing the main stage!

SCOTTY AND MARKO
yelling( )

...and I'll form - THE HEAD!

Scotty high-fives Marko.

RANDY
We may show up. We'll catch you guys
later.

Randy and Sheraton get into his car and drive off.

SCOTTY
Where is Steve's pussy ass, anyway?
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MARKO
Said something about umping at his
brother's little league game.

SCOTTY
Umping or humping? I swear that
kid's a homo. Let's move.

The group begins dispersing.

SCOTTY (cont'd)
I'm riding with the chicks!

EXT. LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD - NIGHT

The game ends as the sun sets. The two TEAMS walk in lines,
shaking hands, and then head for home.

Steve takes off his gear as his DAD (50s) approaches.

STEVE
Hey, Dad.

DAD
Your mom and I are heading over to
the carnival. Wanna ride with us?

As if on cue, the field lights turn on.

STEVE
Thanks, but I’ll catch a ride with
the guys. Should be pretty rad.

DAD
chuckles( )

Yeah, dude. Totally radical.
Cowabunga!

STEVE
You're such a geek, Dad.

DAD
We'll see you out there.

Dad walks away.

Steve's stomach gurgles. He grabs his belly.

STEVE
Oh, man...
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Steve runs over to a PORTA-POTTY near the edge of the field,
adjacent to the darkening forest edge.

INT. PORTA-POTTY - NIGHT

Steve rushes in, slams the door and fumbles with his belt
buckle. The urgency of his need to shit makes him do the
dookie dance.

STEVE
Oh, come on, man! Come on!

Success! He drops his drawers, sits down and lets go a huge
torrent of shit.

EXT. PORTA-POTTY - NIGHT

The Fat Blob, now huge with the fat of numerous animals and
hobos, emerges from the woods like flowing lava.

It moves toward the Porta-Potty, sensing another meal.

INT. PORTA-POTTY - NIGHT

Steve leans back, still pooping. He lets out a huge sigh,
relief on his face.

EXT. LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD - NIGHT

The lights on the field go off.

INT. PORTA-POTTY - NIGHT

Steve’s shit shack is plunged into total darkness.

The only light comes from a faint blue glow from under the
business end of the Porta-Potty.

STEVE
Aw, shit! Come on! I can’t wipe my
ass in the dark!

Then his face contorts. Something is not right.

He stands quickly and turns to look in the bowl.

And SCREAMS!
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A long glowing tendril of fat hangs from his ass down into
the porta-potty.

The blob pulses and forcibly jams itself up Steve’s rectum.

Steve screams louder as his stomach gets larger and larger.

He struggles the best he can, battering around the inside of
the Porta-Potty.

EXT. LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD - NIGHT

The Porta-Potty shakes back and forth, tips over and lands
with blast of blue liquid spillage and lots of screaming.

Steve falls out, rolling on the ground with The Fat still
tethered to his ass.

The field attendant, GORDON (50s), who turned off the field
lights, locks the door to the concession stand when he hears
the ruckus.

He looks over to the Porta-Potty.

GORDON
Damn kids and their hijinks!

He walks toward the mess - and then stops when he sees Steve
rolling around in blue goo and shit.

GORDON (cont'd)
Steve? Good God, is that you? You
alright?

He walks toward Steve, concerned, but also worried.

Steve manages to stands upright, his whole body now bloated
and stretching.

STEVE
Help... me...

Fat and blood pour from his mouth and he collapses.

Gordon stops, backs up, then runs the other way to his car.

GORDON
HOLY SHIT!

The Fat spews from Steve’s face, leaving a stretched, but
completely fat-less Steve husk dead in the field.
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The Fat moves quickly across the parking lot to Gordon’s
car, where it goes into the tail-pipe.

INT. GORDON'S CAR - NIGHT

Gordon tries to start the car but it won't start. Fat begins
pouring from the vents and into the floorboards.

GORDON
HOLY SHIT! HOLY SHIT!

He opens his door and runs, but a tendril of fat shoots out
and wraps around his leg.

It envelopes his whole body, wraps over his forehead and his
face, then enters through his mouth, nose, and eyes.

The Fat drags him back into the car and slams the door.

EXT. TAYLOR ROAD - NIGHT

Groper approaches the spot where Monica fell. He stops his
bike, dismounts, and pulls out a flashlight.

GROPER
So this is where it happened.

A large blood stain still graces the road, but no matter how
hard he searches, he can't find any fat.

Something catches his eye. An unnatural path of slippery
grease leading into the woods.

GROPER (cont'd)
What in the H-E-Double-Wayne
Gretsky?

INT. POLICE CRUISER - NIGHT

Chief Meyers sits sipping a cup of coffee in his car. The
radio squawks.

DISPATCH (O.S.)
filtered( )

Chief Meyers, Dispatch.

He grabs the small transceiver from the dash.

CHIEF MEYERS
Chief Meyers. Go ahead.
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DISPATCH (O.S.)
filtered( )

We have a report of a disturbance at
the little league field. Someone
said they heard a lot of screaming.

CHIEF MEYERS
Copy. Send Snyder or Ramsey.

DISPATCH(O.S.)
filtered( )

They're in Wilmer covering that
political rally tonight. Vice
President Bush is giving a speech.

Chief huffs.

CHIEF MEYERS
En route.

to self( )
God-damned-George-Bush.

He puts the car in gear and rolls out.

EXT. LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD - NIGHT

Chief's cruiser pulls into the parking lot.

He gets out and approaches Gordon's car.

He shines his flashlight into the window, but it's covered
in a greasy film.

CHIEF MEYERS
Gordon? You in there?

His lips curl downward as he gets a better view of the goop
on the windows. He doesn't see --

INT. GORDON'S CAR - NIGHT

Bones covered in stretched out skin slumped in a pile on the
floorboard.

EXT. LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD - NIGHT

Chief begins to get the creeps - then from across the field,
another flashlight comes out of the woods.

Groper.
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Chief shines his light on Groper and Groper blocks his eyes
from the blinding Maglite, trips on something.

CHIEF MEYERS
Who's out there?

GROPER
Bryan Anders, Chief.

CHIEF MEYERS
The touchy-feely kid?

GROPER
It was like one time!

CHIEF MEYERS
Stand up, son.

Groper stands.

CHIEF MEYERS (cont'd)
Who's out there with you?

GROPER
confused( )

Sir? No one.

CHIEF MEYERS
Don't fuck with me, kid. You there,
stand up!

Groper turns, his flashlight shines onto Steve's body. He
screams, then stumbles back.

Chief pulls his revolver and approaches. His face distorts
with dismay.

CHIEF MEYERS (cont'd)
Good God Almighty in Heaven.

Groper vomits.

GROPER
What is it?

CHIEF MEYERS
In all my time in 'Nam, I never seen
someone...

GROPER
That's a person!?

Chief approaches and moves the facial skin with his boot.
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CHIEF MEYERS
My God. That's Steve Sherman.

INT. PAUL'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Paul lays sleeping in his clothes, television still on.

He tosses and turns.

BEGIN DREAM SEQUENCE:

EXT. WOODS - DAY

Overexposed, desaturated and fuzzy, though a beautiful day
in the woods.

A topless GIRL (18) approaches from the forest. We never see
her face. Paul stands unmoving.

GIRL
Hi.

PAUL
Where am I?

GIRL
Do you want to touch me, Paul?

She takes his hand and puts it on her boob.

PAUL
Who are you?

GIRL
Shhhhh...

END DREAM SEQUENCE

INT. PAUL'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Paul wakes up to Mom standing over him, nudging him awake.

MOM
Paul, wake up.

PAUL
What is it, mom?
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MOM
Paul, the police are here. They want
to talk to you about what happened
yesterday.

PAUL
I didn't do anything. I promise.

INT. PAUL’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Paul enters and sees Chief Meyers and Groper waiting. Groper
seems astonished and excited.

CHIEF MEYERS
Paul, I'm going to need to you to
come with me.

GROPER
Someone killed Steve Sherman.

CHIEF MEYERS
Grabber! Lock it up.

Groper shuts up.

PAUL
Wait, you think I killed somebody?

CHIEF MEYERS
I didn't say that. I just need you
to come with me.

GROPER
excited( )

All of The Fat from his body was
gone. How tubular is that?

CHIEF MEYERS
What did I just say? A kid's dead,
you creepy bastard. It's not
tubular.

Paul looks at his mom.

PAUL
Let me grab my coat.

Jeanette nods.
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EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

Hokum Runningwater sits staring into a campfire, chanting.

He throws some dust into the fire. It burns green and he
inhales the smoke. His eyes grow wide.

He immediately throws more dust into the fire, and it turns
blue. He closes his eyes.

HOKUM
What evil is here?

INT. CHIEF MEYER'S CRUISER - NIGHT

Paul and Groper in the back as Chief Meyers drives.

PAUL
Chief, I have an alibi. I was home
with my mother all night.

CHIEF MEYERS
Oh, yeah? Then you'll have nothing
to worry about during the polygraph.

PAUL
You really think that I would kill
someone?

GROPER
And siphon all of their fat out of
their body? Chief, that's
scientifically impossible!

CHIEF MEYERS
What part of "right to remain
silent" don't you two understand.

PAUL
Why would I want to kill Steve
Sherman?

CHIEF MEYERS
He's one of the guys that did that
to your face! Seems like a plausible
motive.

Paul and Groper sulk in the back seat.
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EXT. THE POINT - NIGHT

A cliff above the town where teens come to drink, smoke
weed, and have premarital, vehicular sex.

Marko's truck sits solo at the overlook.

INT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Marko lights a smoke, his shirt off. He’s sweaty and out of
breath.

Mary-Anne beside him, tends to her hair in the sun-visor's
mirror. Her top still off, boobs hang out for random T&A.

As Marko enjoys his post-coital smoke, Mary-Anne goes
through her bag making a lot of noise, disturbing his
moment.

MARKO
What the hell are you doing?

MARY-ANNE
Trying to find my Aqua-Net!

MARKO
Why do you keep hair spray in your
purse?

MARY-ANNE
Uh, duh! So I don't come home
looking like my head was rammed into
the seat of some guy's car.

MARKO
You do this often?

MARY-ANNE
Am I the only girl you've ever
brought to The Point?

He yields with a puff of smoke to her face.

MARY-ANNE (cont'd)
Nice.

He sighs.

MARKO
I'll be right back.

He opens the door, she immediately grabs his arm.
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MARY-ANNE
worried( )

Where are you going?

MARKO
To take a piss. It's what guys do.
We spew goo and then we pee. What?
Are you afraid of the dark?

He laughs.

MARY-ANNE
Hell yes. Stay here. You can pee in
town.

MARKO
Fuck that. I need to go now. I'll be
right back.

He jerks away from her and walks into the darkness.

Mary-Anne looks around nervously, reaches over and pulls his
door closed.

EXT. THE POINT - NIGHT

Marko walks over to the treeline on the edge of the parking
area and begins pissing.

INT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Mary-Anne calms herself and starts to tease her hair in the
mirror. She can see Marko in the reflection.

EXT. THE POINT - NIGHT

Marko zips up, turns to walk away, then hears a twig snap.

MARKO
Hello?

He looks back to the truck, then out into the darkness of
the woods.

More snaps and the swish of something dragging through the
ground clutter.

Mark takes a few steps into the woods.
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MARKO (cont'd)
If anyone's out there, you should
know that I'm a huge pussy and can
run pretty fast.

He laughs at himself. Silence greets him.

BLOB OF FAT POV:

Marko stands looking around.

END POV.

Marko turns to walk away and steps in something squishy.

MARKO (cont'd)
Damn it! Really?

He looks down. It's not shit - it's fat! The Fat!

A glowing tendril spirals up his leg.

MARKO (cont'd)
What the hell?! What the HELL!!

He follows the tendril to its source.

The Fat, now huge, rises from the ground like a giant flabby
cobra. It’s at least ten feet tall!

INT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Mary-Anne hears a blood-curdling scream, turns around and
looks through the rear windshield to see the tentacle of fat
lifting Marko in the air.

She screams.

EXT. THE POINT - NIGHT

The Fat wraps around Marko, jams itself inside him through
every orifice.

As it absorbs his fatty tissue, the blob ripples, spasms,
and makes a rumbling noise - laughter.

Mary-Anne's scream echoes from inside the truck, and The Fat
drops what's left of Marko to the dirt.

It lurches towards the truck. A tendril reaches out and
grabs the bumper.
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INT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Mary-Anne slides over into the driver’s seat and starts the
truck, hysterical.

MOTLEY CRUE'S "Kickstart My Heart" blares through the radio
at full volume when the truck starts!

Mary-Anne looks out of the window to see the truck sliding
backwards as more tendrils latch on.

Panicked, she throws it in drive to counter The Fat.

EXT. THE POINT - NIGHT

The truck's tires throw rocks and dust into The Fat. It
flinches and reacts.

More gunning of the engine, more rocks and debris.

The Fat lifts the back end of the truck up and the wheels
spin wildly.

INT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Mary-Anne revs the engine to no effect.

MARY-ANNE
Let me go!!!

EXT. THE POINT - NIGHT

As you wish --

The Fat releases the truck. The back wheels catch the ground
and the truck shoots forward - over the embankment.

It launches down the steep slope, tears through trees and
bushes finally slams into a thick oak tree.

INT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Mary-Anne, face bloodied, comes to, laying on the steering
wheel. She looks around in a panic. That damned song still
blares in her ears.

She opens the door.
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EXT. MARKO'S TRUCK - NIGHT

She practically falls out of the truck, but manages to
maintain her balance. Relief washes over her.

POP - CRACK - CRASH!

Mary-Anne looks up just in time to see The Fat busting
through the canopy above.

It covers her and the truck like a flap of silly putty.

Her screams now silenced by The Fat. No sound but the
muffled, high pitch rock and roll coming from the truck.

INT. POLICE STATION - HOLDING CELL - NIGHT

Paul and Groper sit on a bench.

PAUL
This is bullshit.

GROPER
That's what I said. There's no way
that a human being did that. His
skin was all stretched out. It was
totally bodacious!

PAUL
What do you think did it?

GROPER
I don't know, but as a huge fan of
science fiction, I find the
coincidence of Monica's accident,
and the removal of Steve Sherman's
fat for the method of murder a
little too coincidental.

pause( )
So I heard her tits fell out when
she landed. Did you see'm?

Paul looks at him with confused disgust.

Chief walks in, unlocks the cage.

CHIEF
You two are free to go. Medical
examiner just called and said that
it wasn't homicide.
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GROPER
What did he say caused it?

CHIEF
Not at liberty to discuss it.

Paul and Groper walk towards the door when Paul stops.

PAUL
Chief, Groper thinks there might be
a connection between Steve Sherman's
death and what happened to Monica.
Steve was there.

CHIEF
What happened to that girl was an
accident.

PAUL
You and I both know that wasn't an
accident, Chief. What if this is
some kind of supernatural revenge
thing?

CHIEF
What? Ghosts that suck the fat out
of a guy? Problem here, kiddo, is
that Monica Bomer is still alive.
Kinda rules out the fat sucking
ghost hypothesis.

Paul crosses his arms. Hard to refute the Chief's logic.

PAUL
Maybe. But something's wrong here,
Chief, and you know it.

Chief puts his hand on Paul's shoulder, escorts him to the
door.

CHIEF MEYERS
Son. Get out. Go home.

He forces them through, shuts the door, and locks it.

EXT. POLICE STATION - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Groper and Paul walk across the empty lot when Hokum
Runningwater's pickup truck pulls in.

It parks, headlights slightly illuminating a ditch nearby.
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EXT. POLICE STATION - DITCH - NIGHT

The Fat slithers along the ditch and approaches a out-flow
drain pipe from the station. Gooey tendrils reach out -

EXT. POLICE STATION - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Hokum Runningwater exits the truck.

HOKUM
Bryan, what are you doing here? Who
is your friend?

BRYAN
Paul, this is Hokum Runningwater.

PAUL
Hokum?

HOKUM
My spirit name. Bryan, please answer
my question.

INT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Chief Meyers walks by a small kitchenette, pours a cup of
stale coffee and walks off.

From the faucet, The Fat begins blorping out, filling the
sink.

CHIEF'S OFFICE

Chief Meyers sits at his desk, sips his coffee. The phone
rings. He answers.

CHIEF MEYERS
Hey, honey. Yeah, I'll be home in a
few. Long day worrying about - No,
I'm alone... sure, I can run by the
video store on the way home.

HALLWAY

The Fat flows out of the sink and oozes towards Chief
Meyers' office.
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EXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

Hokum Runningwater, Paul, and Groper talk in front of the
station.

GROPER
...and his skin was all grody and
stretched out like Spandex over my
sister's tight ass!

HOKUM
I was afraid of this.

PAUL
Of what?

HOKUM
Monica. I have known for some time
that she possesses abilities which
have lain dormant, waiting for the
opportunity to be unleashed.

BEGIN FLASHBACK:

EXT. CAMP - DAY

YOUNG MONICA (10), chubby even then, stands by herself as
kids throw things at her and call her names.

HOKUM (V.O.)
Children are such cruel beasts. A
true challenge in the Great Spirit's
plan for this world. After meeting
Monica, I took it as my duty to
teach her to channel her anger and
sadness and to avoid aggression. She
was, and still is, very angry. She
is just better at hiding it now.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

Young Monica and Hokum Runningwater sit around a fire with
their eyes closed.

HOKUM(V.O.)
We would enter into trance-like
states using peyote and other herbs
from the Earth. I taught Monica to
become one with her body. To control
realms beyond the emotional and the
physical.

(MORE)
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I taught her ancient magics
HOKUM(V.O.) (cont'd)

stereotypically reserved for my
people.

END FLASHBACK.

EXT. POLICE STATION - NIGHT

PAUL
So what are you saying?

HOKUM
Bryan, you said that you followed a
slick path from the accident site to
the baseball field?

Groper nods.

HOKUM (cont'd)
I have a suspicion regarding what
has happened, but I fear I will
sound foolish. Earlier today, during
a deep meditation, I had a vision of
death and carnage.

PAUL
You think Monica is killing people?

HOKUM
No. I think that her body is.
Specifically, her fat.

GROPER
An O-BEAST --

WHAM!

They look over to see Chief Meyers smashed against the plate
glass window of the Station. His body is surrounded by The
Fat like a tongue on a lollipop.

It flattens the Chief against the window, mashing him.

PAUL
Dear God!

GROPER
What the fuck is that?

HOKUM
To hell with theories! Get in the
truck!
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They run to the truck, and Hokum Runningwater looks back to
see Chief being bloated and then absorbed.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Monica lays still in her coma.

But her heart monitor beeps rapidly. BEEP - BEEP - BEEP.

Then it slows.

INT. HOKUM'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Hokum drives like a madman.

PAUL
What the hell was that?

GROPER
Where are we going?

HOKUM
If that, whatever it is, was once
part of Monica, we may be able to
find clues to its destruction at her
house.

EXT. BOGDAN'S HARDWARE - NIGHT

Hokum's truck zooms past the hardware store.

Moments later, Chad walks out and locks the door. A posted
sign reads:

        CLOSED EARLY FOR CARNIVAL

A noise inside of the store gets his attention.

CHAD
Friggin kids! Always when I close.
Never when dad closes. No...

Chad unlocks the door and re-enters.

CHAD (cont'd)
Okay, you little bastards. I told
you last time that if you hide in
the store, I was gonna kick your -

He smells the air. Putrid.
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CHAD (cont'd)
Smells like rotten Big Macs and Diet
Coke.

He talks into his watch like he’s in a spy thriller.

CHAD (cont'd)
KITT, we may have a problem.

He looks up and down the aisles, but without turning the
lights on, he strains to see.

A hum draws him to the rear of the store.

The back wall of the small store holds the saw-blade stock.
They vibrate and shimmy like an earthquake.

Chad watches the super sharp blades vibrate and can’t help
but reach out to touch them when -

BOOM!

The wall explodes toward him.

EXT. BOGDAN'S HARDWARE - NIGHT

Chad flies through the front window, out into Main St.

He somehow manages to stand. He looks down and sees his body
now riddled with saw blades. He’s quickly bleeding out.

HOOOOOOONK! Squeal...

He turns just in time to see a Mack truck a second before it
plows into him.

The truck screeches to a halt. Not soon enough.

Chad’s body is plastered to the grill, some of the saw
blades have been shoved through his body and stick out of
his back.

Almost in slow motion, Chad’s body peels backward and falls
to the ground.

The TRUCK DRIVER leaps out of his cab and runs to Chad's
aid.

TRUCK DRIVER
Holy shit! You okay, son?

CHAD'S POV:
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The trucker looms over the barely alive Chad - doesn’t
notice the towering mass of The Fat looming over him.

But he sees the sudden shadow of it and turns - just as The
Fat falls upon both of them.

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - NIGHT

What seems like the entire town is at the fair.

Steel Panther rocks "Party Like the End of the World" on the
stage on the far side of the fairgrounds.

Kids ride rides. Parents wave at them and eat carnival food.

Chicks flock together gossiping. Dudes smoke cigarettes and
look cool.

Randy and Sheraton strut through the crowd.

RANDY
You see them?

SHERATON
Chief Meyers probably scared them
off. He’s such a buzz kill.

Scotty sneaks up behind them, grabs Sheraton’s ass.

SCOTTY
Oh, baby!

SHERATON
Scotty, you asshole!

She smacks him on the shoulder.

SCOTTY
Take a chill pill!

RANDY
Where's everyone else?

SCOTTY
Fuck, I don't know. Chad should be
here when he closes his dad's store.
Marko and Mary-Anne are probably
boffing up at the point. Steve? That
guy's probably crying to the new
Bette Midler movie. Who knows? I saw
his parents earlier, though.
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Scotty burps.

SHERATON
Gross. How drunk are you right now?

SCOTTY
I'm pretty wasted. But who cares,
right? It's a carnival, fuckers!

Randy looks around like he’s got some sort of Spidey-sense.

RANDY
Maybe we shouldn’t have come. That
new kid is trying to get me in
trouble, and there's something...

He sniffs the air like a dog.

RANDY (cont'd)
Something doesn't feel right.

SCOTTY
That's cuz you're sober.

RANDY
I'm serious, asshole.

EXT. MONICA'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Paul, Groper and Hokum stand at the front door of Monica's
house. The lights are still out and all three of them are
less than excited to be here.

PAUL
Monica lives here? It looks like a
junk yard.

Hokum peers around, trying to get a sense of the place.

HOKUM
There is a stillness in the air. A
darkness. One I've not felt since -

PAUL
What does that mean?

HOKUM
It means that I do not like it here.

GROPER
We're not going in there, are we?
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Hokum pulls a flashlight from his pocket, clicks it on.

HOKUM
We must.

EXT. PIG FARM - NIGHT

The Fat, now a massive flat wave of goo, crosses a pasture
towards a large paddock of about two hundred pigs.

They squeal in panic, sensing something dangerous.

The squeals intensify as the blob blankets and ingests the
pigs, absorbing their delicious fat. It grows and grows.

The squeals of the pigs dies off, replaced by screams...

MATCH CUT: Screams of joy and excitement from off in the
distance, where the lights of the Carnival can be seen a few
miles away.

INT. MONICA'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Hokum jimmies the door open, and they enter. He tries the
light switch. No power.

PAUL
What is that smell?

HOKUM
Stale. Rot.

GROPER
Smells like the business end of my
mom's g-string.

Paul and Hokum look at him.

GROPER (cont'd)
I mean, like, if I had to imagine
what my mom's dirty panties smelled
like. I don't know first-hand or
anything.

A mouse sits eating on the kitchen table.

GROPER (cont'd)
Dudes, this is so not cool.

HOKUM
Relax, Bryan. It is just a mouse.
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Paul picks up a letter from the table and reads it.

PAUL
This is odd.

HOKUM
What's that?

PAUL
It's a reservation acknowledgment to
the Bomer Bed and Breakfast.

HOKUM
That is what this place used to be
when her grandmother lived here.

PAUL
How long ago was that?

HOKUM
Twenty or more years, I suppose.

PAUL
This letter is from a month ago.

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

The Fat crosses into the grassy parking lot.

Over a football field long, and maybe a foot thick, it
creeps  and flows towards the carnival.

INT. MONICA'S HOUSE - DEN - NIGHT

They enter and see books of the Occult strewn about the
floor. The walls are covered with weird symbols scrawled in
blood.

Laying on the floor, a tie dyed Rainbow T-Shirt.

HOKUM
This is what I feared.

His flashlight lands on one book after another:

"DARK NATURE, FORCES OF GOOD AND EVIL, THE UNTAPPED MIND"

PAUL
These books are all about the
occult.
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GROPER
Monica was in a cult?

Hokum smacks Groper upside the head, and investigates the
room's contents as he walks.

HOKUM
In our sessions in the woods, we
talked about the darkness which
shadowed her and how to subdue it.
It appears that my advice went
unheeded and she has given herself
to the darkness in exchange for
revenge.

PAUL
The Fat?

HOKUM
She's controlling it.

PAUL
How?

HOKUM
With all of the hate and darkness in
her heart.

GROPER
Is there something in one of these
books to stop her?

A heavy sigh from Hokum.

HOKUM
A coma is the most unlimited trance
state the mind can enter. The only
way to break the trance, and her
control over The Fat, is to wake her
up or...

PAUL
Or what?

GROPER
Or kill her! Fucking awesome!

Hokum nods ruefully.

GROPER (cont'd)
I don't get it. If she's this poor
then how is she so overweight. You'd
think she'd go hungry.
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EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - NIGHT

Scotty practically makes love to a smoked Turkey leg as he
devours it.

Randy and Sheraton watch in disgust.

SCOTTY
Food just tastes so fucking good
when you're drunk.

to Sheraton( )
You know what else tastes good when
you're drunk?

He pantomimes a blowjob with the Turkey leg.

SHERATON
You keep eating like that and the
only person that'll blow you will be
The Bomber.

Sheraton laughs, Scotty spits his food out with laughter,
and Randy just has an uneasy look on his face.

SCOTTY
Good god, you pussy, loosen up.
There is much amusement to be had!

He pulls out a joint. Randy smiles. They high five.

SCOTTY (cont'd)
Speaking of which?

RANDY
to Sheraton( )

You want?

SHERATON
No thanks.

RANDY
We'll be right back.

Randy and Scotty walk off together.

SHERATON
Hurry up. I'm dying to ride The
Gravitron!
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EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

The Fat creeps closer. A small boy, JUSTIN (8) sees it. He
approaches.

The Fat stops at Justin's feet.

Justin takes the last bite of his cotton candy and uses the
paper cone to poke The Fat.

The cone sticks to The Fat, and is absorbed by it.

JUSTIN
Ewwwww.

A tendril rises up like a sprouting stem.

JUSTIN (cont'd)
Whoa! Radical!

He waves his hand slowly, and the tendril waves back,
sprouting five smaller tendrils to look like fingers.

He looks over to where some adults stand.

JUSTIN (cont'd)
yelling( )

Mom! Come look at this!

Justin’s MOM (40) puts up an annoyed "one-minute" finger as
she struggles with her purse.

Justin makes hand gestures and The Fat responds in kind.

JUSTIN (cont'd)
Totally rad!

INT. MONICA'S HOUSE - DINING ROOM - NIGHT

Two skeletons sit at the table. Random bones from many
different victims litter the floor. Hokum swallows hard.

HOKUM
I think that these are Monica's
parents... and... um...

He sees scratches etched into one of the skulls.

HOKUM (cont'd)
These were made with a knife. And
these small indentations, a fork.
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GROPER
Holy shit, she really did eat her
parents!

HOKUM
It is worse than that. Much worse.

PAUL
No duh!

There's a noise from beneath them.

Paul looks down, then mouths the word “Basement” to the
others.

He locates the basement door and opens it.

Horrific smells hits the trio so hard that Groper gags.

PAUL (cont'd)
What the hell is that?

Hokum grimaces, then motions for them to follow him down.

GROPER
I'll just stay up here, thanks.

Hokum and Paul head down the stairs to the basement.

Groper walks over to the -

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

He looks around, then studies the fridge. It’s like
something inside it is calling to him.

He doesn’t want to, but he can’t help but reach out for the
handle...

INT. BASEMENT - NIGHT

Hokum reaches the bottom of the steps. He gasps as pure
terror grips him.

PAUL
What is it?

Then Paul sees.

Chopped up bodies, rotting flesh, people's belongings.
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From above, Groper screams. They race up the stairs to the -

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT

Hokum and Paul arrive and stand next to Groper.

In the fridge, Groper stares at a severed head, an arm
wrapped in aluminum foil. Brains in Tupperware.

HOKUM
She has been luring people here and
feasting upon them for months, maybe
longer.

Hokum, completely taken aback, sits down.

On the counter next to him, baby shoes.

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Justin turns his back to The Fat.

JUSTIN
impatient( )

Mom! Come on! This is so awesome!

His mom looks over to him.

MOM
Damn it, Justin, I'm --

The tendril-hand grabs Justin by the head and immediately
sucks him in.

Mom watches in horror and lets out a blood-curdling scream.

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - NIGHT

Randy and Sheraton board the Ferris wheel.

As they rise high in the air, they hear Justin’s mom’s
terrified scream above all of the other screams of joy.

Sheraton looks over and sees The Fat.

SHERATON
Randy, what in the hell is that?

Randy sees The Fat.
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It’s busy consuming person after person. It doesn’t just
flow anymore - it lunges and smashes.

Cars are crushed under its weight or thrown aside as it
seeks out more victims.

People run from it toward the Carnival.

Randy can’t believe his eyes.

Then Randy and Sheraton reach the top of the Ferris Wheel
and it stops to let people on.

Randy panics and calls down to the ride attendant.

RANDY
Hey! HEY!!

The ATTENDANT looks up.

RANDY (cont'd)
yelling( )

We need to get down, now!

ON THE GROUND

ATTTENDANT
to self( )

Yeah, yeah. If you're afraid of
heights don't ride this shit.

He puts on the headphones from his Walkman and tunes out.

BACK WITH RANDY AND SHERATON

Randy looks around, tries to come up with a plan.

He notices some words scratched on the seat between he and
Sheraton -

    SAVE FERRIS

Sheraton’s fear feeds off of Randy’s.

SHERATON
What’s going on, Randy? What is
that - stuff?

They watch as The Fat closes in on the Carnival.
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EXT. ROAD - NIGHT

Hokum's truck barrels down the road.

INT. HOKUM'S TRUCK - NIGHT

Hokum drives and Groper looks green.

GROPER
I always thought seeing a severed
head would be cool, but I never -

Groper sticks his head out of the window and pukes.

PAUL
Monica’s evil Fat attacked the
Chief. It filled his body and then
drained him.

HOKUM
Yes. But there is no way all of that
fat came from Monica's body.

Groper pokes his head back in, wipes his mouth.

GROPER
Maybe, uh, maybe it steals fat from
whoever it kills?

HOKUM
Paul, you said Steve Sherman was
there when she fell, so he makes
sense. But why Chief Meyers?

PAUL
He was talking to me on the bridge.
He kept trying to act like the fall
was Monica's fault. Maybe The Fat -
heard him?

Hokum shakes his head.

HOKUM
Fat does not have ears, Paul.

PAUL
We're talking about a homicidal blob
of supernatural fat that’s exacting
revenge by attacking people and
sucking the fat from their bodies. I
don’t think normal rules apply, man.
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Hokum thinks, then nods - could be!

GROPER
Is it killing at random?

HOKUM
I believe it has a purpose. To kill
everyone that ever hurt Monica. Or
maybe even those that sat around and
let it happen.

PAUL
Like who?

Hokum thinks, unsettling...

HOKUM
The whole town.

The silence lingers. Then it hits all three of them at once.

HOKUM/PAUL/GROPER
THE CARNIVAL!

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - NIGHT

The Ferris Wheel spins and Randy yells at the Attendant
every time that they pass him.

Each time they rise, they see The Fat getting closer.

EXT. CONCERT STAGE - NIGHT

Scotty watches Steel Panther when an OFFICIAL runs out on
stage and grabs the microphone from the lead singer.

The band stops playing.

OFFICIAL
We have a slight emergency on the
other side of the fairgrounds. I
need everyone to clear the area
immediately.

The lead singer, MICHAEL STAR, grabs the mic back.

MICHAEL STAR
Fuck danger, old man. This is rock,
and we ain’t goin’ nowhere.

to the band( )
Hit it fellas!
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The band starts playing their song, "Tomorrow Night."

Screams erupt, but only some of them are for the band.

Scotty looks in the direction of the parking lot and sees
the source of the other screams.

The truly monstrous Fat rises and falls like a huge wave,
crashing down on the crowd.

Bodies stick to it and are absorbed as he watches.

SCOTTY
What the fuck...

IN THE PATH OF THE FAT

People stampede as tendrils of fat shoot in all directions
grabbing random fair-goers.

One MAN, goes to lick his ice cream cone, realizes too late
that he's licking the tip of a fat tendril.

It licks him back - then consumes him head first.

The Fat tosses an OBESE WOMAN into the air. She lands smack
in the middle of the ever-growing main mass of The Fat,
bounces once, then gets sucked in.

More victims fly through the air and land nearby. All
consumed by the blubber.

One WOMAN prays as the slimy, putrid wave approaches.

The Fat stops in front of her as if considering.

A tendril rises into the air and sprouts two more tendrils
to form a perfectly squared off cross.

She smiles with redemption.

REDEEMED WOMAN
Thank you, Lord.

The fatty cross turns into a skull with horns and comes down
upon her full force, crushing her.

In the distance, Sheraton screams.

The Fat hears her scream above all others - then somehow
sees her - and Randy - on the Ferris Wheel.
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EXT. FERRIS WHEEL - NIGHT

The Attendant sees the panic.

Instead of running, he hurriedly lets people off so that
they can run.

Just as Randy and Sheraton are about to jump out of their
car - WHAM!

The Fat slams into the side of the Ferris Wheel.

Randy and Sheraton are sent flying by the impact.

A tendril reaches out, grabs the Attendant, thrashes the
poor man around like a rag doll and consumes him.

Sheraton falls into the stampede of people.

Randy lands clear of the crowd.

He sees Sheraton on the other side of the stampeding crowd.

He makes eye contact with her. She reaches out, pleading for
his help.

But like the chicken shit he is, he bolts the other way.

Sheraton cries out, then joins the stampede.

The same tendril that took out the Attendant chases her -
singling her out of the crowd.

As The Fat passes the Ferris Wheel, it hits the “Go” lever
and the Ferris wheel begins to turn.

As it spins, it drags a huge chunk of The Fat around,
winding it up with a struggle.

Sheraton runs, looking back in panic.

Then she trips and falls hard.

People trample her, but then the crowd passes her by and
she’s alone.

A tendril of sickening yellow Fat snakes across the ground.

Sheraton tries to scoot backward, but the tendril darts
between her open legs and up her short skirt.

Then it’s inside her.
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She stops, her face reacts with orgasmic pain.

More and more Fat is shoved inside her.

Her body bloats like a tick feasting on blood.

Sheraton screams.

The Fat lifts her distended body into the air. Her legs open
unnaturally wide, 'CRACK'. Her head drops. She’s dead.

The Fat quickly sucks all of the fat back out of Sheraton’s
body and then throws the leftover husk into the fast-
spinning Gravitron.

What’s left of her is shredded by the ride.

BACK AT THE FERRIS WHEEL

The Ferris wheel shakes violently as The Fat works to free
itself.

The metal groans and with a final shriek of rending metal,
the giant Ferris Wheel breaks loose and falls toward the
crowd.

EXT. FUNNEL CAKE SHACK - NIGHT

Randy cowers and cries like a fucking pussy behind the
Funnel Cake shack.

He hears the sound of metal being torn apart.

He looks around the booth and sees the wheel coming down on
him.

He leaps back as the Wheel smashes the Funnel Cake stand.

It misses him by inches, but launches a vat of hot grease
from the Funnel Cake Shack at him.

The hot grease covers him and he screams bloody murder!

A tendril spots him, shoots towards his melting face then
stops short by inches.

It seems to watch and enjoy Randy screams.

Then it's drawn away from Randy.
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Even though he’s in agony, Randy can’t help but look
surprised that The Fat didn’t absorb him.

AERIAL POV: A huge tendril of Fat closer to the parking lot
snakes between the cars... then finds what it’s looking for.

END AERIAL POV:

Randy’s melted face looks up and goes flat with fear.

Sixty feet up, a giant column of Fat holds his Camaro!

RANDY
Oh Fuck me.

The tendril slams the Camaro down on Randy like a gigantic
fly swatter.

It explodes in a huge fireball, because that's what cars do
when they wreck. They explode like fucking fuel bombs!

BOOM!

Bye Randy.

EXT. FAIRGROUNDS - PARKING LOT - NIGHT

Hokum's truck skids to a stop.

Paul, Groper and Hokum stare in shock as the fireball rises
over the carnage.

PAUL
We're too late.

GROPER
Oh my God. This is just...

HOKUM
Everyone is heading into the woods.
We need to distract the blob away
from them.

GROPER
What do you want to do, line the
road with cheeseburgers? And even
then, how do we stop it?

Paul is hit with inspiration.
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PAUL
It may be a long shot, but if we can
lure it back to town - I think I saw
something that can destroy it.

HOKUM
But how do we get it back to town?

PAUL
By giving it something it wants.

He points at Scotty who hides near a vendor tent. Scotty
sees Paul and he bolts.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT

Scotty runs blindly through the trees and tumbles down a
small hill.

SCOTTY
scared( )

Stay away from me, man.

Paul appears atop the small hill, following Scotty. Walking
to catch up with the stumbling idiot.

PAUL
You're coming with us.

SCOTTY
Where?

PAUL
You're going to fix this.

SCOTTY
Fix what?

PAUL
All of this is your fault. You,
Randy, everybody.

SCOTTY
I didn't do nothing! That thing --

PAUL
That thing is what's left of Monica
Bomer! It's killing everyone who
ever bullied her, dickhead.

SCOTTY
What?
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Scotty starts crying. Hokum Runningwater and Groper appear
over the hill and join them.

SCOTTY (cont'd)
Shit man! I never... I didn't want
anyone to die.

PAUL
You killed that girl a little
everyday, and now there's nothing
left but a hate-fueled supernatural
blubber monster.

Screams echo from the fairgrounds.

PAUL (cont'd)
You hear that? That’s the cost of
your bullying.

HOKUM
All people are beautiful on the
inside, Scotty. Fat people. Ugly
people. Just because they don't look
like you, or dress like you, or do
the things that you do, you despise
and ostracize them. Your vanity is
the cause of all of this death.

SCOTTY
What am I supposed to do?

PAUL
You're going to help us stop this
thing.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Hokum and Paul stand before the door to Monica's room.

All around them, MEDICAL WORKERS tend to those injured at
the carnival.

HOKUM
Maybe I should...

PAUL
No, let me. She, uh, she has a crush
on me. That gives me leverage that
you wouldn't have.

HOKUM
And what about Scotty?
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PAUL
I'll give you the signal.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

The door swings open. Paul enters and stares at Monica as
she lay comatose. Debbie Gibson's "Lost In Your Eyes" plays
on the radio next to her bed.

PAUL
sympathetic( )

All of this because of how you look.

He comes in close to her, sits and holds her hand.

He whispers into her ear.

PAUL (cont'd)
You don’t have to do this, Monica.
You can stop it.

Her heart rate on the monitor increases and her eyes flutter
open weakly.

MONICA
...Paul...?

Relief crosses Paul’s face.

PAUL
Hi.

Only her eyes and mouth are visible, but you can see she’s
sad.

MONICA
I did something bad, didn't I?

PAUL
Yes, but it's okay. You can stop it
now.

She closes her eyes, tears squeeze out.

MONICA
I'm sorry. I just didn't...

PAUL
So many people have died, Monica.
You need to stop The Fat.
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MONICA
I can't. I never had control over
it, Paul. It controlled me!

Paul now confused.

MONICA (cont'd)
It made me do so many bad things.
There are... people in my
basement... it was hungry. It made
me do it.

EXT. ROAD - SAME TIME - NIGHT

The Fat surges towards town at a high rate of speed.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

Paul takes a step back. Didn't count on this.

PAUL
What?

MONICA
I never had control of it. Once the
darkness took over, it... it -

She grabs her forehead and screams from intense pain.

PAUL
Hokum!

Hokum enters with Scotty.

She sees Scotty through the pain and her eyes project pure
hatred. Her voice takes on a deep, rage filled tone.

MONICA
What's he doing here?!

PAUL
We brought him here to lure the
blob.

The anger leaves her face, replaced with real concern.

MONICA
What? Why would you do that? Why
would you bring it here?

A distant crash outside catches Paul’s attention.
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He looks out the window. From fifteen floors up, he watches
the blob surge closer - still miles away. Trees fall. Birds
scatter.

MONICA (cont'd)
Paul, stay with me.

PAUL
We're on the fifteenth floor. You
should be okay.

Their eyes meet and she shakes her head, “No, we won’t”.

MONICA
I'm scared.

HOKUM
Paul, you stay here with her. Bryan
and I will handle The Fat.

Paul thinks.

PAUL
Okay, go!

HOKUM
to Scotty( )

You coming with me?

Scotty has watched everything and his entire demeanor is now
different. He’s somehow softer and concerned.

SCOTTY
I’m staying. I need to protect
Monica. I owe her that much.

to Monica( )
I'm so sorry.

Monica nods grudging acceptance.

Hokum runs out.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Hokum walks hurriedly past Groper.

HOKUM
Come, Bryan! It is up to us now!

Groper puts on a pair of aviator sunglasses.
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GROPER
Highway to the danger zone. I feel
the need --

HOKUM
The need for speed. Let's do this.

They dart off past a NURSE's station.

HOKUM (cont'd)
to Nurse( )

Give us five minutes and then lock
down the whole building. You have
tornado shutters?

Nurse nods.

HOKUM (cont'd)
Shut them. Now.

He and Groper run toward the stairs.

EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Hokum and Groper sprint from the Hospital emergency
entrance.

The blob approaches from the other direction.

They jump into an abandoned ambulance and burn rubber.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

The metal storm shutters close down over the windows.

MONICA
What's happening?

PAUL
They're closing the storm shutters
to keep it from getting in.

MONICA
What's Hokum Runningwater’s plan?

EXT. MAIN STREET - NIGHT

The ambulance flies over the summit of a small hill on main
street and comes to a screeching stop.
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The Mack truck that hit Chad still sits in the middle of the
street with the trailer attached.

They get out of the ambulance.

HOKUM
Can you drive one of these, Bryan?

GROPER
Like flying a cargo plane full of
rubber dog shit! Do we have a
choice?

EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

The Fat flows around the base of the hospital, surrounding
it completely. Tendrils climb the walls like vines.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

BAM! The Fat bangs against the shutter of Monica's room.

PAUL
It's trying to get in. Now that
you’re out of your coma, you’ve cut
the link. It probably wants to kill
you, too.

The power goes out.

Monica panics for a second and then emergency power kicks
in.

It's dim, but they can all see.

PAUL (cont'd)
It's okay. I'm here for you.

EXT. TOWN - NIGHT

The Mack truck roars around a corner way too fast, power
sliding and slamming into parked cars.

INT. MACK TRUCK - NIGHT

Hokum grips the "oh shit" handle - his life depends on it.

HOKUM
Um, you got this, Bryan?
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BRYAN
Hell yes! Talk to me, Goose!

EXT. MACK TRUCK - NIGHT

The truck scrapes the doors off of more parked cars.

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - NIGHT

WHAM! WHAM! WHAM! The storm shutter cracks, but holds.

PAUL
That's never going to hold.

SCOTTY
We need to get out of here.

MONICA
I can't walk.

PAUL
I'll go get a wheel chair.

Paul exits the room.

Boom! A larger crack. The Fat starts seeping in.

MONICA
Scotty, quick. I need my pajama
pants. They should be under the
other bed in that bag.

Scotty leans down and looks for her pants.

SCOTTY
I don't see a bag --

WHAM! A bedpan slams across the back of his head.

He hits the floor.

Monica stands over him, her breathing hard and fast.

Scotty turns over and watches as Monica tears the bandages
from her body.

Then it’s done, the bandages gone and Monica stands over
Scotty in a power victory stance.

All of her weight is gone and Dr. Morita’s work is world
class.
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Sexy as hell, the stitches making her look like a Flawless
Fuckable Franken-Baywatch babe!

She straddles Scotty seductively and places her hands around
his throat. Her grip closes and she chokes him.

MONICA
Do you think I'm beautiful, Scotty?
Do you?

He nods his head, his face turning purple.

She leans down to his ear.

MONICA (cont'd)
whisper( )

News flash. I always was.

She sits up and puts full force on his throat. His eyes
water as she grips harder.

MONICA (cont'd)
Awwww, are those tears or chicken
grease?

His eyes roll back. She twists her wrist and !CRACK!, Scotty
goes limp. Dead.

She smiles, leans down, licks Scotty’s face and groans with
pleasure.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Paul comes running around the corner with a wheelchair when
suddenly --

BOOM! - The door to Monica's room explodes from its hinges,
splinters flying in the air.

He drops to the ground, just in time as a jagged METAL SHARD
jams into the wall, missing his face by inches.

He watches as a bare foot steps out from her room, connected
to a gorgeous leg.

As he stands, the dust settles.

Monica walks out into the hallway.

Somehow, her hair is perfectly styled and she looks like an
insane Christie Brinkley. Up Town Girl perfection.
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Then the Fat appears behind her. But it doesn’t attack.

Instead, it surrounds her like a disgusting slimy halo.

She adores the Fat, caresses it lovingly - like a pet.

MONICA
No matter how hard I try to lose the
weight, it just keeps finding me.

FLASHBACK:

Paul’s DREAM SEQUENCE in the woods again.

Only this time we see the woman’s face. Monica.

END FLASHBACK.

PAUL
You're the girl from my dream.

MONICA
seductive( )

That’s right, Paul. I’m everything
you’ve always wanted in a girl.

She looks at the Fat and giggles.

MONICA (cont'd)
And maybe just a teeny bit more.

Her giggle turns ominous.

PAUL
Where's Scotty?

MONICA
Poor Scotty. He took one look at my
real face and it... took his breath
away.

Tendrils of Fat ooze down the halls behind Paul. They go
into each room, and from each room - a horrible scream!

PAUL
So what now, Monica? What happens
when the sun comes up? Someone is
bound to have survived. They’ll tell
the whole world what happened.

MONICA
What? That a giant monster made of
human fat attacked the town?

(MORE)
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Please, this isn’t one of those
MONICA (cont'd)

awful 50’s Sci-fi movies, Paul.
Besides, we'll be long gone. You.
Me. My pet.

The tendrils writhe around her body leaving greasy snail
trails.

MONICA (cont'd)
Come with me, Paul. We can cleanse
the planet of all of the Randys and
Shertons. Suck them right out of
their Jordache jeans and Farrah
Fawcett hair-dos.

She makes a motion with her hand and the Fat lifts her off
the ground and floats her over toward Paul.

MONICA (cont'd)
We can rule the world. And this new
body of mine - all yours. Doesn't it
sound perfect, Paul?

Paul thinks.

PAUL
Not really, no.

MONICA
No?

PAUL
Don’t you see the irony, Monica?
You’re beautiful now and you’re
doing exactly what Randy and Scotty
and Sheraton did. But you’re worse.
You’re killing people.

This almost seems to have an effect on Monica.

But then her eyes turn to narrow slits and she places a
finger to her mouth, nibbles on her fingernail seductively.

MONICA
But it's so much fun...

Tendrils fly at Paul like fists.

But all those years of Karate training take over and Paul
maneuvers with precision.

Dodge. Punch. Kick. Dodge. Slash. Chop!
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Monica laughs with villainy and sends more tendrils at Paul.

EXT. HOSPITAL/ROAD - NIGHT

The Mack truck approaches at high speed. The hospital lay a
few miles away, completely encased in The Fat.

INT. MACK TRUCK - NIGHT

Hokum holds on for dear life.

HOKUM
Keep the vehicle steady.

GROPER
What are you doing?

HOKUM
She is no longer in the trance
state. I may be able to control the
beast.

Hokum closes his eyes and chants.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Paul battles the Fat tendrils like Bruce Lee and Chuck
Norris combined. He’s an Electric Boogaloo of flying fists
and fury.

But there are too many tendrils and one latches on to one
wrist. Then the other.

Battle over.

Then something unseen catches Monica’s attention.

The tendrils release Paul and fall to the floor. Then one of
them slowly wraps around Monica's neck.

She grabs at her forehead - psychic pain taking hold.

MONICA
Runningwater. I can - sense him.
Trying to - control - my pet...

The tendril around her neck tightens. She gets angry, then
her eyes grow wide. Fear.
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MONICA (cont'd)
What's he doing?

Paul stands, dusting himself off. He scowls with anger and
confidence.

PAUL
Putting you on a diet. Permanently!

EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

The Mack truck barrels down the road towards the hospital.

The words on the trailer are now clear, emblazoned with
fiery red text:

      "FIGHT UNCONTROLLABLE FAT WITH CELLU-BURN!"

INT. MACK TRUCK - NIGHT

The hospital is closing fast. Groper unsure what to do.

GROPER
Now?

Hokum's eyes remain closed.

GROPER (cont'd)
Now?

HOKUM
Now.

GROPER
What about you?

HOKUM
Go!

Groper opens the driver door and jumps out. Hokum continues
chanting.

The truck ghost-rides full bore towards the hospital.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

More tendrils attack Monica. They wrap around her arms and
legs despite her struggle to control them.
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MONICA
No matter what you do...

She summons all of her mental energy and screams, eyes
glowing white.

INT. MACK TRUCK - NIGHT

Hokum is shocked out of his chanting, control lost.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

That does the trick. The Fat releases Monica.

MONICA
My pet and I will destroy this
world.

PAUL
Fat chance, bitch.

Monica screams like a Banshee and the Fat lashes out at
Paul.

But he’s ready.

In one deft slow motion move, Paul grabs the METAL SHARD out
of the wall, tosses it in the air and performs an amazing
flying roundhouse spin kick.

His foot makes contact and the shard shoots across the hall
and plunges directly into Monica's chest!

Monica goes rigid, the shard buried deep in her heart.

The Fat also goes rigid, then SPLORTS to the ground in an
ankle deep lake of disgusting yellowish goo.

The light leaves Monica’s eyes and she collapses. Dead.

EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

The Mack truck smashes into the blob as it peels away and
falls from the hospital.

The weight of the mass crushes the semi and the trailer. The
one-gallon tubs of Cellu-Burn burst and mix with the Fat.

The Fat literally catches on fire, like white phosphorous,
and incinerates the remains of the O-beast.
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Groper watches from atop the hill.

GROPER
breathless( )

Holy shit!

The fire climbs the wall of the hospital, going wherever The
Fat is.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - NIGHT

Paul sees the flames licking at the busted storm shutters.

Without hesitation, he leaps over the nurses station as
flames fill the hallway. The Fat burns all around him.

When the flames end, he stands and sees that all of the Fat
is gone.

And so is Monica!

EXT. HOSPITAL - ENTRANCE - NIGHT

Paul walks out, a little toasty, but ok.

What remains of the smashed Mack truck burns nearby.

Groper walks down the road toward him.

GROPER
super stoked( )

Man, you missed it! The most
bodacious spectacle of fire known to
man happened right here!

PAUL
Where's Hokum?

Groper's face drops.

GROPER
He didn't make it. He was in the
truck.

HOKUM (O.S.)
Emphasis on was, Bryan. I was in the
truck.

They look over to see Hokum climbing out of a large bush.

Groper runs over and hugs him.
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GROPER
You're alive!

He grabs Hokum’s butt cheek firmly. Hokum pushes him away.

HOKUM
Ah. Groper. Now I get the reference.

to Paul( )
I sensed Monica's control over the
fat.

PAUL
It turns out that she was evil all
along. She killed Scotty.

GROPER
He deserved it. Who do you think
gave me my nickname?

PAUL
So now what?

HOKUM
You two can do what you want, but I
am going to get the fuck out of
dodge. They always blame the magical
Native Americans in these
situations. I may head out west.

GROPER
Reservation?

HOKUM
No. Los Angeles. This would make a
hell of a movie.

They all share a laugh and walk off up the street together.

FADE TO BLACK.

SUPER: 6 MONTHS LATER

FADE IN:

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Two nerds, JOEY (18) and ROY (17) lean on the hood of Joey's
AMC Pacer.
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JOEY
I'm telling you, man. It happened.
It was like aliens or something. The
entire town got nuked and the
fucking government covered it up.

EXT. TAYOR ROAD - DAY

The scene of Monica's accident. As if nothing ever happened.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Roy laughs at Joey.

ROY
Come on. You really believe that
shit. That some massive blob killed
that many people and it never made
the news?

EXT. TAYLOR ROAD - DAY

The camera slowly closes in on a storm drain.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Joey folds his arms, offended that Roy doesn’t believe him.

JOEY
It could happen, man. The government
covers this kind of stuff up all the
time, bro!

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

A ground level shot of two LONG, DELICIOUS LEGS in tight
leggings as they walk towards Joey and Roy.

JOEY
Heads up. New meat at ten o’clock.

Roy looks and smiles. The legs pass by and Roy calls out to
their owner.

ROY
Hey, new girl. Take you to dinner?
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INT. STORM DRAIN - DAY

A tiny blob of solid, hardened fat remains from the
accident.

It glows a faint electric blue and softens into a gooey
mass.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

The legs stop and pivot toward the nerds.

The camera pans up and reveals -

MONICA
seductive( )

I don't know, boys. Think you can
satisfy my appetite?

She breaks the fourth wall and smiles at the audience.

Queen's "Fat Bottom Girls" plays...

FADE OUT.
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